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Abstract 
Dissimilar metal welds (DMWs) between Grade 91 and nickel-based alloys often fail 
along the fusion line well before their expected service life. Failure is attributed to various 
microstructural features including the formation of a carbide free ferrite band and a row of 
type I carbides, but the evolution of these features during welding, post weld heat treatment 
(PWHT), and service is not fully understood. In this study, single pass  bead on plate welds 
were prepared between Grade 91 base metal and Inco A, 617, 625, 182, and EPRI P87 
filler metals. These DMWs were characterized in the as-welded, PWHT and aged 
conditions using a variety of electron microscopy techniques. Thermodynamic and kinetic 
models were used to simulate carbon diffusion across the fusion line. After welding, all 
DMW samples exhibited a martensitic microstructure along the fusion line and the 
magnitude of concentration gradient varied at different locations in the partially mixed 
zone (PMZ). After a 760°C PWHT for one hour, DMWs involving Inco A, 625 182 and 
EPRI P87 exhibited a band of martensite along the face centered cubic (FCC)/body 
centered cubic (BCC) interface. However, the DMW involving IN617 exhibited a row of 
type I carbides and a carbide-free ferrite band in locations where the concentration gradient 
in the PMZ was steep. After accelerated aging at 625°C, all of the DMW systems exhibited 
a carbide-free ferrite band and type I carbides after aging for 6000 hours. The carbide-free 
ferrite band and type I carbides were always associated with steep concentration gradients 
across the PMZ. The formation mechanism of the type I carbides and carbide-free ferrite 
band is driven by the diffusion of carbon from the base metal to the fusion zone down the 
steep carbon chemical potential gradient.  
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1.1. Background 
Dissimilar metal welds (DMWs) between Grade 91 and nickel-based alloys are 
commonly used in the power generation industry. These welds connect ferritic steels, used 
in the low temperature regions of a power plant to stainless steels, which are used in the 
higher temperature more corrosive regions. These DMWs often fail prematurely, resulting 
in significant economic impact due to lost profits and repair costs.  
The general failure mechanism of DMWs involving lower Cr-Mo steels (e.g., 
2.25Cr-1Mo) has recently been reviewed in detail.1 The sharp change in microstructure 
across the fusion line of DMWs in the as-welded condition is due to a steep chemical 
concentration gradient across the fusion line that results in the formation of hard martensite. 
Prolonged high temperature exposure during post weld heat treatment (PWHT) or service 
causes carbon diffusion down the chemical potential gradient from the ferritic matrix 
toward the austenitic fusion zone. This leads to the formation of a carbon-depleted soft 
zone on the ferritic side and nucleation/growth of carbides on the austenitic side that have 
very high hardness. These large differences in microstructure and strength occur over very 
short distances across the fusion line (~ 50 – 100 µm). At the same time, stresses develop 
in the DMW from the differences in creep strength and thermal expansion coefficients of 
the Body Center Cubic (BCC) and Face Centered Cubic (FCC) alloys on either side of this 
interface. As a consequence of the strength gradients, strain is concentrated in the weak 
carbon-depleted zone near the fusion line, generating creep voids around carbides that lead 
to eventual creep rupture. 
DMW failures involving Grade 91 steel have not yet been extensively studied. 
Work conducted to date on failures involving Grade 91 have demonstrated that  failure 
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occurs along the fusion line where creep voids ultimately lead to creep rupture. Similar to 
DMWs involving lower Cr-Mo steels, failure is attributed to various microstructural 
features including the presence of a carbide-free ferrite band and a row of carbides along 
the fusion line defined as type I carbides. These carbides are commonly observed in DMW 
systems subjected to high temperature aging. The carbides initially form in a spherical 
shape but form a lenticular morphology with continued aging and align along the fusion 
line.1–5  
A recent study at Lehigh University observed a service failed DMW between Grade 
91 and IN182 as shown in Figure 1.6 This sample was subjected to service temperatures of 
550°C for 100,000 hours prior to failure which was associated with creep voids which 
formed on the interface between the carbide-free ferrite band and a row of carbides. This 
carbide-free ferrite band ranged in size from 1-3um and was only found between the fusion 
line and the FCC/BCC interface. Along the interface between the band and the base metal 
where the row of type I carbides form, a row of creep voids were observed. A similar 
damage mechanism was observed for fusion welds involving IN740H where creep failure 
was found to be associated with precipitation free zones and coarsened precipitates.7 Just 
as in the case of Figure 1, creep voids were found to form between the precipitate free zone 
and the coarsened secondary phase. This was associated with differences in strain and CTE 
mismatch between the precipitates and the precipitate free band when exposed to high 
temperatures. 
Although the carbide-free ferrite band and type I carbides were observed after 
service failure, the condition of the microstructure near the fusion line in the as-welded, 
PWHT, and aged condition has not yet been reported in detail. Thus, it is currently not 
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known whether these microstructural features form as a result of welding, PWHT or service 
aging, and the formation mechanism has not yet been considered in detail for DMWs 
involving Grade 91. Therefore, the objective of this research is to understand how the 
microstructure evolves at the fusion line in DMWs involving Grade 91 in the as welded, 
PWHT and aged condition. The results of this research can provide insight into potential 
solutions for minimizing the risk of failure in future applications. 
1.2. Procedure 
I. Experimental 
Single pass, bead on plate DMWs were fabricated by the Electric Power Research 
Institute (EPRI) between P91 and five different filler metals, including P87, IN617 IN625, 
INCO A and IN182. These samples were evaluated in the as welded and Post Weld Heat 
Treated (PWHT) condition (at 760°C for both one and four hours). Additional samples 
were subjected to a one hour PWHT at 760°C and subsequently aged at 625°C for times of 
2,000, 4,000, 6,000 and 8,000 hours. Each sample was metallographically prepared to a 
final polish of 50nm colloidal silica and subsequently etched with Vilella's etchant for the 
base metal and electrolytically etched with 10% oxalic at 2.5V for 3-30 seconds for the 
fusion zone. Light optical microscopy (LOM) was conducted on the Riechert-Jung MeF3 
metallograph and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was conducted on a Hitachi 4300 
FEG-SEM and a FEI Scios Dual Beam microscope using an accelerating voltage of 15kV 
and a beam current of 0.5nA. Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) was conducted 
using an EDAX Hikari Pro detector using an accelerating voltage of 15kV and a beam 
current of 13nA at a 70 degree tilt.  Electron Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) was conducted 
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with an EDAX Octane Elite Detector under the same conditions of EBSD. EDS and EBSD 
maps were collected simultaneously and exported using EDAX TEAM software. EDS semi 
quantitative results were exported via ZAF correction using the EDAX TEAM software. 
II. Modeling 
ThermoCALC/DICTRA kinetic and thermodynamic modeling were used to simulate 
the carbon diffusion after PWHT and aging using the TCFE9 and TCNI8 databases for 
thermodynamic calculations and the MOB2 database for the kinetic calculations using a 
homogenization model.8–10 A typical PMZ size of 50um was used for each simulation with 
2.5mm of base metal and 2.45mm of weld metal as a 5mm 2D diffusion simulation.6 A 
bilinear composition gradient was used in the PMZ which was in good agreement with the 
recent electron microprobe (EPMA) measurements that show a bilinear composition 
gradient in the PMZ.6 Table I lists the compositions used as the starting compositions for 
the ThermoCALC/DICTRA simulations for each alloy system. These were average 
compositions reported from EPRI. The maximum tolerance for carbon concentration was 
used for the base metal where the minimum tolerance for the filler metals was used. This 
effectively produced the largest carbon concentration which lead to accelerating the carbon 
diffusion simulated and acted as a “worst case scenario”. 
1.3. Results  
I. Experimental 
As described above, all DMW samples were examined by a combination of LOM, 
SEM, EBSD, and EDS analysis when appropriate. The following results for each condition 
were representative of the other DMWs unless specified otherwise. 
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A. The As-Welded Condition 
EBSD measurements were collected along the fusion line and a representative DMW 
between P91-IN617 in the as welded condition is shown in Figure 2A-C. Figure 2A shows 
the phase map highlighting the FCC/BCC interface. The phase map overlaid on the image 
quality map in Figure 2B shows grain boundaries and sub grain boundaries as dark lines. 
The orientation of each of these grains and sub grains are shown by the inverse pole figure 
(IPF) map in Figure 2C. This figure shows the large austenite grains towards the top of the 
map and several packets of martensite with slight misorientations within the packet, which 
is in accordance with the low angle boundaries of lath martensite11,12. These low angle 
misorientations, which can be identified both in the image quality map as dark lines (sub 
grain boundaries) and in the IPF map as slight changes in orientation, would not be apparent 
with a ferrite microstructure which would have no sub grain misorientation.11 These results 
were consistent for all DMWs observed in the as welded condition, as martensite was 
always observed between the base metal and the FCC/BCC interface. Each weld exhibited 
a sharp FCC/BCC interface with no evidence of Type I carbides or a carbide-free ferrite 
band.   
Figures 3A and B show EDS traces and phase maps overlaid on the image quality map 
for the as welded P91-IN617 sample previously discussed. The locations of these traces 
are shown in a schematic illustration by Figure 4 with the EDS trace in Figure 3A taken 
towards the edge of the weld and Figure 3B towards the center. The location of the EDS 
line trace is shown in green and the FCC/BCC interface is labeled by the red line. Although 
these traces were taken from the same sample, the length of the concentration gradient in 
the PMZ varied throughout the weld. Similar trends were observed for other DMWs in this 
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study, where steep concentration gradients (similar to that shown in Figure 3A) were 
observed towards the edges of the weld, and the shallow concentrations gradients (as 
shown in Figure 3B) were observed towards the center of the weld. The variation of the 
concentration gradient of the partially mixed zone is likely due to the competing mixing 
forces that occur during welding, and further research will need to be done in order to 
understand the mechanism for these trends. 
B. PWHT Condition 
After a one-hour PWHT at 760°C, an interfacial band was observed between the fusion 
line and the FCC/BCC interface for all the DMWs. The interfacial band in the P91-IN625 
and P91-IN617 DMWs are highlighted in Figure 5A & B respectively. The EBSD phase 
map (Figure 6A) overlaid on the region in Figure 5A demonstrated the interfacial band (IB) 
to be BCC with no Type I carbides between the band and the base metal. The lath 
substructure from the P91 base metal extended into the IB (IQ/IPF map, Figure 6B/C), 
terminating at the FCC/BCC interface. Therefore the microstructure of the IB is likely 
martensitic due to the high hardenability of grade 91.13  
Figures 7A-D are EDS maps for Cr, Mo, Fe and Ni that are overlaid with the phase 
map of the same region to show the FCC/BCC interface. These maps clearly show that the 
band is enriched in Ni and Cr when compared to the base metal. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the interfacial band identified in Figure 5A for a DMW between P91-IN625 
is Ni enriched martensite. This observation has been made in other DMW systems 
involving IN625 where a band of Ni enriched martensite was observed after cooling to 
room temperature14. Figures 8A-C and 9A-D show similar results for the DMW between 
P91/IN617 that was shown in Figure 5B. The IB was observed to be BCC with a row of 
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Type I carbides between the IB and base metal.  The lath substructure from the base metal 
does not continue into the IB and a unique grain orientation was observed within the IB 
(Figure 8C). These observations suggest that the IB in the DMW between P91-IN617 is 
ferritic.  
EDS maps of this region overlaid with the phase map are shown in Figure 9A-D for 
Cr, Mo, Fe, and Ni respectively. Unlike the martensitic band observed in Figure 7A-D, this 
ferrite band does not appear to be enriched in Ni or Cr. The  type I carbides observed  
between the carbide-free ferrite band and the base metal are Cr rich and are likely M23C6 
carbides.15 Additionally, the large particles observed in Figure 9B are enriched in Mo and 
Ni and are FCC according to the phase map, which are likely Mo/Ni rich M6C carbides.
16 
This is supported by ThermoCALC equilibrium calculations which predict a Mo rich M6C 
phase forming in addition to the Cr rich M23C6 carbides as well as previous studies which 
have observed both Cr rich M23C6 and Mo rich M6C type I carbides.
15–17 
EDS traces were taken from each of the regions presented in Figures 6 and 8 and are 
shown in Figure 10A-B. The composition is plotted as a function of position and the 
concentration profiles are overlaid with the phase maps to identify the FCC/BCC interface. 
Figure 10A corresponds to the carbide-free ferrite band microstructure observed between 
P91-IN617 (Figure 8A-C) and exhibits a very sharp initial compositional change from the 
base metal into the PMZ. Unlike the steep concentration gradient observed in Figure 10A, 
Figure 10B exhibits a very shallow concentration gradient where a band of Ni enriched 
martensite was observed between P91-IN625 between the fusion line and the FCC/BCC 
interface (Figure 8A-D). 
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A similar analysis was conducted for the other DMW samples which are summarized 
in Table II which shows the observations of each alloy system in the as welded, PWHT 
and aged condition. The IB microstructure for other DMWs was similar to the DMW 
between P91-IN625 with a band of martensite forming along the interface between the base 
metal and the fusion zone in both the one and four-hour PWHT condition. The P91/617 
DMW was the only sample to exhibit the ferrite band after a PWHT. 
C. Aged Condition  
Although only the P91-IN617 DMWs exhibited a carbide-free ferrite band after a one-
hour PWHT, every DMW sample exhibited a carbide-free ferrite band with a row of type 
I carbides after aging for 6000 hours at 625°C as shown in Figure 11A-E. However, this 
was not the earliest time where this band was observed as shown by the final column in 
Table II. The carbide-free ferrite band was more apparent and the type I carbides were 
observed to be more coarse after 8000 hours of aging at 625°C. 
The EBSD Phase map overlaid on the SEM image(Figure 12A) and image quality map 
(Figure 12B) for a DMW between P91-IN617 shows the carbide-free ferrite band forming 
between the base metal and the FCC/BCC interface with type I carbides forming along the 
interface between the band and the base metal. The IPF map (Figure 12C) shows that the 
ferrite band in this region has the same orientation as the tempered martensite in the base 
metal. For example, the laths in green continue from the base metal into the carbide-free 
ferrite band. However, unlike the base metal, this band is carbide-free and does not exhibit 
the subgrain misorientation that is seen in the tempered martensite, thus suggesting it is 
ferrite. EDS maps of this region are shown in Figure 13A-D for Cr, Mo, Fe and Ni. These 
maps are overlaid with the phase map to identify the FCC/BCC interface which 
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corresponds to the region where there is a sharp contrast in the Fe and Ni maps in Figures 
13C/D. The Cr rich type I carbides are aligned between the base metal and the carbide-free 
ferrite band as shown in Figure 13A. These are likely the M23C6 carbides, which were also 
observed after PWHT for the same DMW system. Additionally a Mo/Ni rich FCC phase 
was also observed as shown in Figures 13B and D, which are likely the previously 
discussed M6C carbides. 
The DMW between P91-IN625(Figure 14A-C) clearly shows the ferrite band between 
a row of type I carbides and the FCC/BCC interface. The IPF map in Figure 14C shows 
that, unlike the region discussed in Figure 12C, this region  is composed of unique grains 
without any subgrain misorientation, which is consistent with ferrite.11 The EDS maps for 
Cr, Mo Fe and Ni are shown in Figure 15A-D with the phase map overlaid. These are 
consistent with the previously observed carbide-free ferrite band that exhibited a sharp 
change in composition for Fe and Ni between the band and the FCC PMZ with a row of Cr 
rich and Mo rich type I carbides between the band and the base metal. 
EDS traces were taken from the regions characterized by Figures 12 and 14 and are 
shown in Figure 16A-B. Although these are different DMW systems (e.g., 625 vs 617 filler 
metals), both show a very similar sharp  concentration gradient, which is very similar to 
what was observed for the one hour PWHT sample discussed in Figure 10A. It is important 
to emphasize that this sharp concentration gradient was consistently observed in regions 
where the ferrite band and type I carbides had formed, regardless of the filler metal.  
Although all samples were observed to have a ferrite band microstructure after aging 
for 6000 hours at 625°C, this band was not continuous throughout the weld. An example 
of this is shown in Figure 17A-F, which shows EBSD results of two different regions of a 
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DMW aged 8000 hours at 625°C between P91-IN182 presented in the same format as 
previous EBSD figures. The region shown in Figure 17A-C exhibits a very sharp 
concentration gradient, along with a row of type I carbides and a carbide-free ferrite band. 
This region was taken from the edge of the weld similar to the region shown in Figure 3A 
and shown schematically in Figure 4. Figures 17D-F exhibited a very shallow 
concentration gradient and does not exhibit a row of type I carbides or a carbide-free ferrite 
band, but instead exhibits a martensitic lath structure. These maps were taken towards the 
bottom of the weld where the EDS trace in Figure 3B was taken as well as shown by figure 
4 schematically. These concentration gradients were found to be consistently steep on the 
edges of the weld and shallow towards the center after welding. Due to the variation of the 
concentration gradients, a carbide-free ferrite microstructure was consistently observed 
towards the edges of the weld and a martensitic lath structure was observed at the bottom 
of the weld.  
II. Modeling Results 
A. One Hour PWHT Condition 
Since the diffusion of carbon is very important in ferritic to austenitic DMWs, 
ThermoCALC and DICTRA simulations were used to calculate the diffusion of carbon. 
The simulated results for a one-hour PWHT at 760°C for a DMW between P91-IN617 are 
shown by Figure 18A-C. Figure 18A is a plot of the Chemical Potential of Carbon (CPC) 
as a function of distance, Figure 18B is a plot of carbon concentration as a function of 
distance and Figure 18C is the phase fraction of the minor phases as a function of distance. 
These plots show that carbon diffuses down the chemical potential gradient from the base 
metal into the weld metal, leading to carbon depletion in the base metal and carbon 
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enrichment in the FCC PMZ, which corresponds with an increase in M23C6 and M6C 
carbides. This is in generally good agreement with the microstructural observations for the 
P91-617 DMW, where carbides and a carbon depleted ferrite band were observed. Sigma 
and mu phase were predicted to form further into the FCC PMZ which was not 
characterized in this study. Identical simulations were conducted for DMWs involving 
alloys IN182, IN625, and INCO A which showed similar trends. However, the DMW 
between P91-EPRI P87 exhibits a different trend and is shown by Figure 19A-C. For this 
DMW there is a chemical potential gradient from the weld metal to the base metal, and the 
sharp gradient across the fusion line leads to a local carbon enriched peak in the FCC PMZ. 
B. Aged Condition 
DICTRA simulations were also conducted for the aged condition for each DMW by 
assuming the final compositions of the one-hour PWHT simulations as the starting 
compositions for aging. Because of this, each DMW has an initial carbon concentration 
peak in the partially mixed zone as was apparent after 3600 seconds for Figures 18B and 
19B. This feature is apparent in Figure 20A-C, which is the aging simulation at 625°C for 
a DMW between P91-IN617. Initially there is a peak in the CPC curve in Figure 20A due 
to the carbon enrichment after a PWHT and the fact that the CPC is a function of 
temperature as well as local composition. This peak is eliminated with aging time by the 
diffusion of carbon back into the base metal and the PMZ. Figure 20B and 20C show that 
there is a carbon concentration peak along the fusion line associated with an increase in 
M23C6 carbides followed by a carbon and carbide depleted region, which is then followed 
by a carbon and carbide rich region in the FCC PMZ. M6C carbides are predicted to form 
along the fusion line which is consistent with microstructural observations. These 
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observations were consistent for each DMW system, although the extent of carbon 
diffusion varied for each alloy system. However, the DMW between 91-EPRI P87 (Figure 
21A-C) shows that carbon diffuses from the weld metal into the base metal so that the FCC 
PMZ is carbon depleted and the base metal is enriched in both carbon. 
A comparison plot of all of the DMW systems after a one-hour PWHT at 760°C and 
aging at 625°C for 8000 hours is shown by Figure 22, which is the normalized change in 
carbon concentration after aging. The difference in the extent of carbon enrichment in the 
FCC portion of the PMZ is caused by the differences in the composition of each filler 
metal, which leads to differences in chemical potential gradients. DMWs involving IN617 
and IN625 are predicted to experience much more carbon diffusion during aging due to 
their steeper chemical potential gradient. Each of these DMWs exhibits a carbon enriched 
peak along the fusion line and a carbon depleted zone in the BCC portion of the PMZ. 
1.4. Discussion 
I. Microstructure 
The carbide-free interfacial band and the Type I carbides will evolve with exposure 
to high temperatures and times associated with PWHT and aging conditions as 
summarized by Table II. There are three possible mechanisms for formation of the 
carbide-free ferrite band along the fusion that could potentially occur during welding, 
PWHT, or high temperature service. The mechanisms are described below and 
compared to the experimental observations to identify the operable mechanism and 
associated conditions. 
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A. As Welded Condition 
The first possible mechanism for the formation of the carbide-free ferrite band is 
associated with planar front solidification and solute redistribution in the base metal during 
the initial stages of solidification. This is shown schematically in Figure 23. At the peak 
temperature of the welding thermal cycle (Figure 23a), the fusion line region will consist 
of the unmelted base metal, partially melted base metal, an unmixed zone (UMZ) of base 
metal, the PMZ, and the fusion zone. The unmixed zone forms when the melted base metal 
does not mix with the filler metal in a stagnant liquid boundary layer18. The temperature 
gradient at the fusion line is relatively high, while the liquidus temperature gradient is 
relatively low due to solute redistribution between the solid and liquid. As a result, 
constitutional supercooling generally does not occur during the initial stages of 
solidification at the fusion line, and solidification within the unmixed zone will likely 
proceed with a planar front (Figure 23b)18. Solidification is also accompanied by solute 
rejection in which the solid forms at a leaner composition than that of the original base 
metal composition. Thus, this planar front region will be depleted in solute. It is therefore 
possible that this region can be depleted enough in carbon and carbide stabilizing elements 
(most notably Cr) such that the carbide phase is no longer stable within this region, enabling 
the formation of a carbide-free ferrite band upon solidification. 
This possible mechanism can be examined in more detail by solidification 
simulations and thermodynamic modeling. Figures 24A-D show Scheil non-equilibrium 
solidification simulations for the composition of P91 shown in Table I.   Figure 24A shows 
the temperature-phase fraction results that indicate an initial L → δ (BCC) solidification 
mode, followed by a small region of the L → δ (BCC) + γ (FCC) transformation at the 
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terminal stages of solidification. Figure 24B-D shows the variation in the δ (BCC) 
composition during solidification. Cr does not segregate strongly during solidification, as 
Cr and the δ phase are both BCC. Appreciable segregation occurs for all other elements 
such as C, Nb, and Mo, as shown in Figure 24C. This simulation assumes no back diffusion 
for the substitutional elements in the solid phase during solidification, and infinite diffusion 
of C and N. As recently discussed in more detail 19,20, C and N are likely to diffuse infinitely 
fast in the BCC δ phase, and even the substitutional elements such as Mo, Cr, and Nb can 
exhibit significant back diffusion due to the relatively high diffusion rates in BCC. Thus, 
the results in Figure 24B-C overestimate the extent of solute depletion in the solid for the 
substitutional elements. The change in phase fraction with temperature for the highly 
depleted UMZ composition noted in Figure 24D is shown in Figure 24E,. These results 
show that, even if excessive solute depletion did occur in this region during planar front 
solidification, the M23C6 carbide would still be stable over a broad temperature range. 
Therefore, formation of a carbide-free ferrite region due to planar front solidification of the 
unmixed zone is unlikely. 
In order to observe the potential solute depletion in the unmixed planar region 
previously discussed, autogenous Grade 91 welds were fabricated with gas tungsten arc 
welding and EDS traces were taken across the fusion line. EDS traces across the unmixed 
planar region showed no change in composition for any of the major alloying elements. 
This proves that the solute depleted unmixed zone will not form in Grade 91 DMWs. 
This is in good agreement with the microstructural observations which showed that every 
DMW system had a martensitic structure and no carbide-free ferrite band was observed. 
The microstructures are summarized in Table II. 
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B. PWHT Condition 
The last two potential formation mechanisms are shown schematically in Figure 
25. As discussed previously, the as welded microstructure on the base metal side of the 
fusion line is as quenched martensite (represented by schematic illustration in top of Figure 
25). In one possible formation mechanism (Figure 25a), a thin band of austenite may form 
at elevated temperature exposure during the PWHT in the early portion of the PMZ. This 
region is enriched in austenite stabilizing elements such as nickel which result in a 
reduction of the Ac1 and Ac3 temperatures which can stabilize austenite under the 
conditions of a PWHT. In order to test this theory, the composition of the service failed 
specimen in Figure 1 (Fe-7.5Cr–2.29Ni–0.61Mn–0.25Mo–0.069Nb–0.022Si–0.209V) was 
used with ThermoCalc while varying the carbon concentration to estimate the Ac1 and Ac3 
temperatures. The calculated Ac1 temperature in this for this composition is in the range of 
630°C to 645°C, which is below the PWHT used in this study of 760°C. Therefore, 
austenite formation may occur for this region during the PWHT. Depending on the cooling 
rate (and associated hardenability of this region), the austenite may transform to ferrite 
upon cooling. However, microstructural observations show a band of nickel enriched 
martensite forms after PWHT, as seen in Figures 6, 7, and 10b. This indicates that the band 
was able to transform to austenite during PWHT, but the high hardenability of P9113 
resulted in martensite forming instead of ferrite. This observation was consistent for all 
weld metals except for IN617 as summarized in Table II and as shown in Figures 8 and 9. 
Unlike the other regions that exhibited martensite along the fusion line, the P91-IN617 
sample that did exhibit a ferrite band was not enriched in austenite stabilizing elements as 
shown by the EDS trace in Figure 10A and is predicted to be BCC at 760°C according to 
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ThermoCalc. Therefore, the carbide-free ferrite band and associated type I carbides in this 
region formed by a different mechanism. 
The last mechanism for the ferrite band formation discussed here is through carbon 
diffusion during PWHT and ageing. Carbon diffuses from the base metal into the weld 
metal, down the chemical potential gradient, resulting in a local carbon depleted region 
prior to the FCC/BCC interface. This carbon diffusion can result in eventual carbide 
dissolution and degeneration of the original martensitic lath morphology (Figure 25B), 
resulting in a carbide-free ferrite microstructure. The kinetic simulation results (Figures 18 
and 19) indeed show that a carbon depleted region is expected to form in the base metal 
and BCC region of the PMZ. This is where the ferrite band was observed in the service 
failures. The chemical potential gradient from the base metal into the PMZ drives carbon 
diffusion. Since it is the change in composition which controls the change in chemical 
potential, a steeper concentration gradient in the PMZ will lead to a steeper CPC gradient. 
A steep CPC gradient will lead to more carbon diffusing from the base metal and the BCC 
region of the PMZ into the FCC region of the PMZ. This concept is consistent with the 
observations made in Figure 10A-B, where the sample locations with the steep 
concentration gradient exhibit the carbide free ferrite band microstructure and the region 
with a shallow concentration gradient exhibits a martensitic structure.   These observations 
were also consistent for the four-hour PWHT samples where only regions with a steep 
initial concentration gradient exhibited a ferrite band. 
C. Aged Condition 
After a one-hour PWHT at 760°C, each sample was subjected to an accelerated 
aging treatment at 625°C. For these samples, the final microstructure observed in the one-
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hour PWHT samples would be the starting microstructure for the aged samples. However, 
even with variations in the microstructure observed between the PWHT samples, all of the 
samples exhibited a carbide free ferrite band with a row of type I carbides after aging for 
6000 hours at 625°C, as shown by Figure 11. Although none of the filler metals are immune 
to the formation of the carbide free ferrite band and associated type I carbides, there are 
differences in the time required to form these microstructural features (Table II). The band 
was first observed after 2000 hours of aging for DMWs involving IN617, 4000 hours for 
DMWs involving IN625 and IN182, and 6000 hours for DMW’s involving INCO A and 
EPRI P87. The band persisted to 8000 hours of aging The characterization of a DMW 
between P91-IN617 aged for 8000 hours is shown in figure 12A-C. The SEM image 
overlaid with the phase map, shown in Figure 12A, shows the carbide free ferrite band 
between a row of carbides and the FCC/BCC interface. This can also be observed in the 
image quality map and the IPF map, Figure 12B and C respectively, which shows that the 
carbide free ferrite band is not a unique row of grains. Instead, the carbide free ferrite band 
appears to have a remnant lath structure from the prior martensitic microstructure. The 
prior laths along the FCC/BCC interface are carbide free and are different than those within 
the base metal, which are still populated with carbides. This suggests that this carbide free 
band along the interface originally had a martensitic structure, but with the depletion of 
carbon within the band, it now has a ferritic microstructure. The type I carbides associated 
with the band can be observed in the Cr (Figure 13A) and Mo (Figure 13B) map. The Fe 
map (Figure 13C) and Ni map (Figure 13D), show a sharp compositional contrast between 
the carbide free ferrite band and the FCC region of the PMZ. These observations were also 
consistent for a DMW between P91-IN625 (Figure 14-15). EDS traces through each of 
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these DMWs are shown by Figure 16A and B. Similar to EDS trace observed for the one-
hour PWHT sample in Figure 10A each of these samples exhibit a very sharp chemical 
concentration gradient. 
In order to compare the compositions of the carbide-free ferrite band and the base 
metal, compositions were extracted from the P91-IN617 sample exhibited in Figures 14-
15 as shown in Table III. This suggests that the ferrite band exists in the early portion of 
the PMZ due to the enrichment of Ni and other alloying elements. The reason that Ni and 
Cr appear to be more enriched in the ferrite band than the other alloying elements is because 
the Ni based alloys have a higher concentration of Ni and Cr compared to the other alloying 
elements (Table I). In the PMZ, all elements are assumed to be diluted to the same extent, 
so each substitutional alloying element should be enriched or depleted proportionally. 
Additionally, the enrichment of Ni could be due to the diffusion of Ni from the fusion zone 
as this sample was aged for 8000 hours at 625°C.  
Although the carbide-free ferrite band was observed in every DMW after 8000 
hours of aging at 625°C, it was not continuous along the fusion line. An example of this is 
shown in Figure 17 which shows two different regions of a P91-IN182 DMW characterized 
by EBSD. Figure 17A-C was acquired from a region with a carbide-free ferrite band and 
row of type I carbides, whereas Figure 17D-F shows a region from the same DMW where 
a martensitic band forms between the base metal and FCC PMZ without type I carbides. 
The major difference between these regions was the extent of the concentration gradient in 
the PMZ. This gradient was steeper in the region which exhibited the carbide-free ferrite 
band than the region with a band of martensite along the interface. The estimated 
concentration gradients for Fe and Ni are listed in table IV for the DMW’s discussed in 
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this paper. This shows that for the P91-IN182 DMW sample the concentration gradients 
associated with the region where the ferrite band was observed are an order of magnitude 
more severe than the region where martensite was observed as compared in Table IV. Each 
region where a steep concentration gradient was observed also exhibited a carbide-free 
ferrite microstructure after aging. Regions where a shallow concentration gradient was 
observed showed martensite along the interface instead of ferrite.  These concentration 
gradients are a result of welding since this difference was observed in Figure 3 and persist 
through the PWHT and aged conditions.  
Due to the differences in the concentration gradients, the carbide-free ferrite band was 
commonly observed towards the edge of the weld, while the band of martensite was 
observed towards the center of the weld. This change in gradient could be due to 
inconsistent mixing of the filler metal with the base metal along the fusion line. The edge 
of the weld was observed to be the origins of cracks in service failures that propagated 
down to the center, due to the formation of an oxide notch and stress 
concentrations.1,3,21,22 The steep chemical gradients lead to the formation of the carbide-
free ferrite band which, coupled with the presence of the oxide notch ultimately leads to 
failure in service failed samples. 
II. Modeling 
As the likely mechanism for the ferrite band formation is through the diffusion of 
carbon from the base metal to the weld metal, DICTRA simulations were conducted to 
better understand the carbon diffusion that occurs during PWHT and aging. The chemical 
potential gradient of carbon is the driving force for carbon diffusion and is a 
thermodynamic value based on the elemental composition. Every alloying element has a 
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different effect on the value of the CPC and, because the concentrations are changing 
throughout the PMZ, there is a subsequent change in CPC. Although each alloying element 
is diluted by the same percentage, the impact of each element depends on the concentration. 
Since there are competing effects of some elements to raise and others to lower the CPC, a 
local minimum or “well” in the CPC can form in the PMZ.  
EDS traces have demonstrated that Dissimilar Metal Welds involving P91 do not 
always exhibit a simple linear type dilution gradient but instead exhibit a two-step, bilinear 
dilution gradient as confirmed with EDS traces included in this study as shown by Figures 
3, 10 and 16. The initial concentration gradient is steeper than the later and so is the 
chemical potential gradient; this trend is consistent with each of the filler metal systems 
included in this study. This large chemical potential gradient and the higher diffusion rate 
of carbon in Body Centered Cubic compared to Face Centered Cubic crystal structure 
results in localized carbon depletion in the BM side of the fusion zone and enrichment in 
the filler metal side of the fusion line. This is commonly observed in DMWs involving 
Grade 22 and nickel based filler metals.23,24  
A. One Hour PWHT 
The CPC, carbon concentrations and phase fraction of minor phases are shown as a 
function of distance in Figures 18 and 19 for DMWs between P91-IN617 and P91-EPRI 
P87 respectively. Various time steps are plotted during a one-hour PWHT at 760°C.  The 
CPC for each weld forms a chemical potential “well” in the PMZ. The magnitude of the 
well varies with each filler metal. Under the conditions of a PWHT at 760°C for one-hour, 
there is not enough time for significant substitutional diffusion to occur. Figure 26 shows 
how elemental concentrations change from the base metal into the PMZ after one-hour of 
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heat treatment at 760°C. This plot shows that substitutional diffusion is not significant 
under the conditions of a one-hour PWHT, but interstitial diffusion is significant. Thus, 
reductions in the CPC gradient can only be achieved through carbon diffusion. During and 
after the PWHT, each weld exhibits a carbon depleted region in the base metal prior to the 
fusion line and a carbon enriched region in the PMZ. This behavior is due to a sharp 
discontinuity in the CPC at the fusion line, followed by a large, negative CPC gradient in 
the PMZ. Initially, the system will act to relieve this sharp discontinuity and large gradient.  
Figures 18 and 19 show that, within these relatively short time frames where complete 
equilibrium will not be attained, the overall CPC gradient can be reduced by a reduction of 
the CPC before the fusion line (i.e., in the base metal) and an increase in CPC after the 
fusion line. This effect is apparent by comparing the “initial” CPC curve to final curve after 
simulations. The reduction in the CPC within the base metal is achieved by diffusion of 
carbon from the base metal into the PMZ. Similarly, the increase in CPC within the PMZ 
is achieved by carbon diffusing into that region, resulting in local carbon enrichment. 
Lastly, note that carbon diffusion down the gradient near the PMZ/weld metal region is not 
as significant as that observed at the fusion line. This can be attributed to the lower CPC 
gradient in that region and the lower diffusivity of carbon in FCC relative to BCC. 
This observation shows that the local carbon depletion and enrichment near the fusion 
line depends largely on the magnitude of the initial CPC gradient at the fusion line. The 
magnitude of the gradient is in turn controlled by the fusion zone composition. This 
gradient and the calculated local carbon enrichment in the PMZ and carbon depletion in 
the BM near the fusion line was calculated for each alloy. The gradient and carbon content 
are compared in Figure 27A and B respectively. As expected, the welds with the greatest 
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CPC gradient at the fusion line exhibit the most depletion in the base metal and enrichment 
in the PMZ. Filler metals IN617 and IN625 show the largest amount of carbon depletion 
and enrichment as they have the largest CPC gradient. This is associated with reduced 
carbon relative to the P91 base metal along with higher levels of substitutional elements of 
Cr, Mo, and/or Nb. Filler metals Inco A and IN182 show reduced carbon concentration 
which can be attributed to reduced levels of Cr and Mo. The filler metal P87 shows the 
smallest change in carbon concentration near the fusion line due to the relatively high 
carbon concentration and low Cr concentration of this filler metal. 
For each of these alloying systems, it is important to note that a one-hour PWHT is 
insufficient to eliminate the presence of the chemical potential well. Since the aged 
specimens were first subjected to a PWHT for one hour, this well will be still be part of the 
starting CPC gradient for all of the aging samples. 
B. Aged Condition 
The CPC, carbon concentration and phase fraction of secondary phases are plotted as 
a function of distance for simulated DMWs between P91-IN617 and P91-EPRI P87 after 
aging at 625°C for various times by Figure 20 and Figure 21 respectively. As the aging 
time increases, the CPC gradient decreases due to carbon diffusing from the base metal 
into the weld metal, as shown by Figure 20A and 20B. This decrease in CPC gradient with 
time was consistent for the other DMW system except for EPRI P87 which increases over 
time. Since the chemical potential is higher in the P87 filler metal than for P91, the gradient 
runs the opposite way, from the weld metal to the base metal. Carbon diffuses down the 
chemical potential gradient leaving a depleted region in the PMZ and an enriched region 
in the base metal, the opposite of the other DMW systems included in this study.  After 
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8000 hours of aging, the carbon concentration peak matches up with the M23C6 carbide 
peak in the phase fraction plot for both P91-IN617 (Figure 20B-C) and P91-P87 (Figure 
21B-C) DMWs. Additionally, even though the DMWs between 91-IN617 and 91-P87 have 
carbon diffusing in different directions, both alloys exhibit a carbon depleted region prior 
to the FCC/BCC interface correlated with a subsequent drop carbide content. This carbon 
depleted region resides in between the FCC portion of the PMZ and an increased region of 
M23C6 carbides along the fusion line. This is consistent with microstructural observations 
that the carbide-free ferrite band resides between the FCC/BCC interface and the row of 
type I carbides.  
This observation also holds true for all the other DMW systems. These diffusion 
simulations are plotted in Figure 22 as the relative change in carbon concentration after a 
simulated one hour PWHT at 760°C and 8000 hours of aging at 625 °C as a function of 
distance. A carbon enriched peak always occurs along the fusion line, and a carbon depleted 
zone forms in the portion of the PMZ closest to the FZ. The reason that the FCC/BCC 
interface is not labeled on this plot is due to variation in where FCC becomes the primary 
matrix phase due to the variation in alloy composition. However, in each case this carbon 
depleted zone forms in the BCC portion of the PMZ which is where the CPC gradient is 
the steepest as shown in Figures 20A and 21A. A comparison of the simulated gradients to 
those observed through EDS measurements is shown in Table IV where the regions where 
the carbide-free ferrite band was observed to have a similar gradient to those used in the 
simulations. However, the regions that exhibited a martensitic microstructure had a much 
shallower concentration gradient and therefore a shallower CPC gradient.  
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1.5. CONCLUSION 
1. The results presented show that the carbide-free ferrite band and type I carbides do 
not form as a result of welding, were only found to form for the P91-IN617 system 
after PWHT and were found to form for all DMW systems after accelerated aging 
at 625°C for 6000 hours. 
2. EDS and EBSD proved that the carbide-free ferrite band only formed in regions 
where a steep chemical concentration gradient was present. It was observed that 
these chemical concentration gradients are steeper along the edges of the weld when 
compared to the center, therefore carbide free-ferrite was more commonly observed 
along the edges of the weld and Ni rich martensite was observed at the center of the 
weld after aging. 
3. The mechanism for the formation of the carbide-free ferrite band is from carbon 
diffusing down the chemical potential gradient during high temperature aging in 
regions which exhibit a steep chemical concentration gradient after welding. This 
locally depletes the band of martensite that exists along the interface in the as 
welded condition resulting in a carbon depleted carbide-free ferrite band  
4. The carbide-free ferrite band and row of type I carbides were observed for all DMW 
systems after 6000 hours of aging at 625°C however some DMW systems exhibited 
the band earlier than others. None of the filler metals included in this study are 
immune to the formation of this detrimental microstructure. 
One possible method to prolong the formation of the carbide-free ferrite band is by 
changing the welding procedure to have a high dilution first pass. This is because the 
dilution of first pass dictates the extent of the concentration gradients in the PMZ. If the 
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first pass is significantly diluted with the base metal, resulting in a smaller change in 
composition, the chemical potential gradient will be reduced. Since the carbide-free ferrite 
band is a result of sharp concentration and CPC gradients, reducing the steepness of the 
gradients will result in less carbon diffusion. 
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Appendix I: Tables 
Table I. Nominal composition of each alloy used in this study in weight percent. 
Elements P91 Inco A IN182 IN625 IN617 EPRI P87 
C 0.120 0.030 0.03 0.03 0.0574 0.111 
Co 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.2 0.00 
Cr 8.48 15.0 15.4 19.8 20.6 8.94 
Fe 89.5 11.7 22.8 18.6 10.8 45.6 
Mn 0.445 1.50 6.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Mo 0.920 1.44 0.268 7.34 8.15 1.82 
N 0.0480 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00508 0.00775 
Nb 0.0690 1.57 0.00 2.35 0.00730 0.973 
Ni 0.215 68.8 55.1 51.8 49.2 42.5 
V 0.210 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0221 0.0221 
 
Table II. Summarized microstructural observations for each DMW. 
Weld 
Metal 
Microstructure 
after welding 
Microstructure 
after PWHT at 
760°C 
625°C Aging time when carbide 
free ferrite band and type I 
carbides were first observed 
A Martensite Martensite 6000 
617 Martensite Ferrite 2000 
625 Martensite Martensite 4000 
P87 Martensite Martensite 6000 
182 Martensite Martensite 4000 
 
Table III. Composition Comparison of Base Metal to Ferrite band extracted from EDS 
maps of the DMW aged for 8000 hours between P91-IN617 shown in Figure 16B. 
  Base Metal Ferrite Band 
Element Weight % Weight % 
Nb 0.1 0.0 
Mo 0.5 0.9 
V 0.4 0.2 
Cr 9.8 10.2 
Mn 0.7 0.6 
Fe 86.9 85.7 
Ni 1.8 2.5 
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Table IV. Concentration gradients taken from EDS traces. 
Weld metal Sample Microstructure 
Concentration 
Gradient (wt%/µm) 
Fe Ni 
617 1hr PHWT Ferrite -7.7 6.0 
617 2000hr Aged Martensite -0.5 0.4 
617 2000hr Aged Ferrite -6.3 5.0 
617 8000hr Aged Ferrite -6.7 5.4 
617 DICTRA - -9.2 5.7 
182 8000hr Aged Ferrite -11.6 10.8 
182 8000hr Aged Martensite -1.7 1.6 
182 DICTRA - -6.5 5.4 
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Appendix II: Figures 
 
Figure 1. DMW Service failure after 100,000 hours at 550°C between P91 and IN182 
showing creep voids, type I carbides and a carbide-free ferrite band. 
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Figure 2. EBSD of a DMW between P91-IN617 after welding with the (A) phase map, (B) 
image quality map overlaid with the phase map and (C) inverse pole figure map.  
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Figure 3. EDS traces between P91-IN617 after welding with (A) having a very sharp 
compositional gradient and (B) having a much shallower gradient. Each EDS trace (green 
line) has the respective phase map and image quality map overlaid with Blue as BCC and 
red as FCC.  
 
 
 Figure 4. Schematic illustration showing where the traces in 3A and 3B were taken 
Base Metal 
3A 
(Steep Gradient) 
3B 
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Figure 5. Identification of thin band along the interface after a one hour PWHT for a DMW 
between (A) P91-IN625 and (B) P91-IN617. 
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Figure 6. EBSD/EDS maps for a the DMW shown in figure 5A between P91-IN625 after 
a one hour PWHT at 760°C with a (A) SEM image overlaid with the phase map, (B) Image 
quality map overlaid with the phase map, and (C) inverse pole figure map. 
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Figure 7. EDS maps taken in the same region as those discussed in Figure 6 overlaid with 
the Phase Map in Figure 6A to show the FCC/BCC interface for (A) Chromium, (B) 
Molybdenum, (C) Iron, (D) Nickel. 
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Figure 8. EBSD/EDS maps for a the DMW shown in figure 5B between 91-617 after a one 
hour PWHT at 760°C with a SEM image overlaid with the (A) phase map, (B) Image 
quality map overlaid with the phase map, and (C) inverse pole figure map.  
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Figure 9. EDS maps taken in the same region as those discussed in Figure 8 overlaid with 
the Phase Map in Figure 8A to show the FCC/BCC interface for (A) Chromium, (B) 
Molybdenum, (C) Iron, (D) Nickel. 
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Figure 10. EDS traces of DMWs aged for one hour at 760°C between (A) P91-IN617 as 
shown in Figure 8 with a ferrite band present and (B) P91-IN625 as shown in Figure 6 with 
a band of Ni enriched martensite present. 
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Figure 11. Every DMW system exhibits a carbide free band and type I carbides after 
6000hrs of aging at 625°C for DMWs between P91 and (A) INCO A, (B) EPRI P87, (C) 
IN182, (D) IN625, and (E) IN617. 
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Figure 12. EBSD/EDS maps for a DMW between 91-617 after an 8000 hour age at 625°C 
with a SEM image overlaid with the (A) phase map, (B) image quality map overlaid with 
the phase map, and (C) inverse pole figure map.  
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Figure 13. EDS maps taken in the same region as those discussed in Figure 12 overlaid 
with the Phase Map in Figure 12A to show the FCC/BCC interface for (A) Chromium, (B) 
Molybdenum, (C) Iron, (D) Nickel. 
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Figure 14. EBSD/EDS maps for a DMW between P91-IN625 after a 8000 hour age at 
625°C with a SEM image overlaid with the (A) phase map, (B) image quality map overlaid 
with the phase map, and (C) inverse pole figure map.  
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Figure 15. EDS maps taken in the same region as those discussed in Figure 14 overlaid 
with the Phase Map in Figure 14A to show the FCC/BCC interface for (A) Chromium, (B) 
Molybdenum, (C) Iron, (D) Nickel. 
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Figure 16. EDS traces of a DMWs aged for 8000hrs at 625°C between (A) P91-IN625 as 
shown in Figure 11 and (B) P91-IN617 as shown in Figure 12 both exhibit type I carbides, 
a carbide free ferrite band and a sharp compositional gradient. 
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Figure 17. EBSD maps for two different regions for a DMW between P91-IN182 after 
aging for 8000 hour age at 625°C with a (A/D) SEM image overlaid with the phase map, 
(B/E) image quality map overlaid with the phase map, and (C/F) inverse pole figure map.  
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Figure 18. (A) Chemical potential of carbon, (B) carbon concentration and (C) phase 
fraction for minor phases for a DMW between P91-IN617 after a one hour PWHT at 760°C. 
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Figure 19. (A) Chemical potential of carbon, (B) carbon concentration and (C) phase 
fraction for minor phases for a DMW between P91-P87 after a one hour PWHT at 760°C. 
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Figure 20. (A) Chemical potential of carbon, (B) carbon concentration and (C) phase 
fraction for minor phases for a DMW between P91-IN617 after a one hour PWHT at 760°C 
and aging for up to 8000 hours at 625°C. 
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Figure 21. (A) Chemical potential of carbon, (B) carbon concentration and (C) phase 
fraction for minor phases for a DMW between P91-P87 after a one hour PWHT at 760°C 
and aging for up to 8000 hours at 625°C. 
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Figure 22. Difference in carbon concentration after a one hour PWHT at 760°C and aging 
at 625°C for 8000 hours as a function of distance for each alloy showing enrichment along 
the fusion line and depletion in the early portion of the PMZ. 
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Figure 23. Schematic illustration showing formation of solute depleted region in the 
unmixed zone associated with planar front solidification and solute redistribution in the 
base metal during the initial stages of weld solidification. 
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Figure 24. Scheil solidification models for the P91 base metal composition given in Table 
I with (A) Temperature-phase fraction plot, (B) concentration of alloying elements as a 
function of fraction solid, (C) concentration of alloying elements Mo, Mn, V, Ni, Nb, C, 
and N as a function of fraction solid, (D) concentration of alloying elements Nb, C, and N 
as a function of fraction solid, (E) Phase fraction vs. temperature plot for the composition 
present at a solid phase fraction of 0.1 shown in Figure 24D phase fractions from 0 to 0.01. 
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Figure 25. Additional mechanisms for the carbide free ferrite band formation during (A) 
PWHT and (B) aging. 
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Figure 26. Change in composition as a function of distance after a one hour PWHT at 
760°C for the P91-IN617 system discussed in Figure 12 and 13. 
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Figure 27 Comparison plot of the (A) enrichment and (B) depletion for each alloy after 
a one hour PWHT to their initial CPC gradient. 
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